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This exam includes one fact pattern split into four (4) sections, with five (5) 

interrogatories. Answer All Five interrogatories.  
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Section 1 

Dave owned a fully grown Hippopotamus that he had raised from a calf named Herbert. He converted 
the large pool in his backyard into a hippo habitat, and he fenced the entire habitat with DuraCo fencing. 
The advertisement for DuraCo is “So strong, a herd of wild animals can’t break it.” Dan also spent a 
significant amount of time socializing Herbert, and he spent a lot of money on animal trainers to make 
sure Herbert was well behaved. He also posted signs around his house warning people that there was a 
hippopotamus in his backyard. 

Patty regularly visited Dave. She has often interacted with Herbert, and Herbert is very friendly and 
affectionate around Patty. One day, Patty was wearing a new perfume when she visited Dave and 
Herbert. Herbert was still locked in his habitat, but he went berserk when he smelled Patty’s new 
perfume. Herbert charged Patty. He broke through the DuraCo fencing and trampled Patty. When Dave 
tried to intervene, Herbert grabbed Dave in his jaws and tossed him across the backyard. Herbert then 
retreated back to his hippo habitat. Dave and Patty both escaped the backyard and called an ambulance. 
Patty had numerous broken bones and had to have one of her legs amputated. Dave has had three back 
surgeries and still suffers chronic debilitating pain. 

1. Analyze Patty’s strict liability claim against Dave, and Dave’s assumption of risk defense. Do 
not discuss damages. (10 points) 
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Sections 2  

Dave brought a suit against DuraCo. Dave hired an expert to examine the DuraCo fence. The fencing 
industry rates strength on the Parker scale: 1 Parker is generally strong enough for normal residential 
use; 2 Parker is stronger, and thus more suitable for commercial applications; and 3 Parker is strong 
enough for most heavy-duty industrial uses. The American Zoo Association requires that fencing for 
medium to large animals be no less than 3 Parker. Dave’s expert tested the strength of the DureCo fence 
and discovered that it is rated 1 Parker. Furthermore, he determined that several connector pieces were 
made of thinner metal than the industry standard. Dave’s expert testified that he believes these flimsy 
connectors were major contributors to the fence’s failure. 

DuraCo’s expert testified that each increase in the Parker scale doubles the cost of manufacturing the 
fence. Furthermore, DuraCo doesn’t advertise its 3 Parker fencing to the general public, as it is not an 
economically viable product for the general consumer. DuraCo testified that its fencing connectors, 
while thinner than the industry standard, are still suitable for residential use. 

2. Analyze the following aspects of Dave’s defective design claim, assume all other elements of 
product liability are met. (20 points) 
a. Do the thin clamps represent a defective product design?  
b. How does the fence’s use as a hippo habitat affect liability?  

 

 
3. Analyze Dave’s claim that DuraCo intentionally misrepresented its product as being fit for 
housing wild animals.    (20 points) 
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Sections 3 

 
Dave has a Y’allTube channel where he posts videos about Herbert. He made enough money off of his 
YouTube advertising to pay all of Herbert’s food and vet bills. Dave even appeared on an episode of 
Hippo King, a documentary about the treatment of hippos in private Zoos. In the episode, Dave was 
interviewed and he expressed his disapproval of the way hippos are treated by Extraordinary Jim, the 
subject of the Hippo King documentary. Dave’s Y’allTube viewers were very supportive of how Dave was 
portrayed as an expert in hippo care. 

After her accident, Patty was interviewed by the local media. She told the reporter “I’m not surprised 
that Herbert attacked. Dave keeps poor Herbert locked in cage. My friend Tanya is Dave’s neighbor, and 
she told me that he uses a shock collar to make Herbert do what Dave wants. I think shock collars are 
inhumane.” Channel 1 news aired Patty’s comment and posted the video to their webpage. A fan of 
Hippo King reposted the news video in the comments on Dave’s Y’allTube account. Patty was one of the 
first commenters after the video is reposted. She wrote “Dave, I hope this teaches you that a one-day 
online course in hippo care isn’t enough to host a Y’allTube channel about hippos.” In response, Dave 
posted a picture of himself and Patty, with his degree from veterinary school on the wall behind 
them.  Despite his explanations to his viewers, Dave’s viewership decreased significantly, and his 
Y’allTube earnings no longer cover Herbert’s food bill.  

4. Analyze each of Patty’s statements for defamation. (25 points) 
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Section 4 

 
In an effort to rehabilitate his image on Y’allTube, Dave created an advertisement that runs on many of 
the pro-hippo channels. It portrays a picture of Dave and Herbert in the foreground, with a picture of 
Extraordinary Dave in a cage in the background. Extraordinary Dave is currently in prison for violating 
federal hippo treatment laws. The picture was drawn by a professional artist to look like a comic book 
cover. In the picture, Herbert is wearing a superhero cape, is standing on his hind legs, and is high-fiving 
Dave, who is also wearing a superhero cape. The caption says “This fence is strong enough for justice.” 
Extraordinary Dave brings a lawsuit against Dave in the hope of getting enough money to fund his 
appeal. 

5. Analyze Extraordinary Dave’s claim for misappropriation of likeness. (25 points) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NO ANSWERS OR OUTLINES PROVIDED 














































